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From two former military officers and award-winning authors, a chillingly authentic geopolitical thriller that imagines a
naval clash between the US and China in the South China Sea in 2034--and the path from there to a nightmarish global
conflagration.On March 12, 2034, US Navy Commodore Sarah Hunt is on the bridge of her flagship, the guided missile
destroyer USS John Paul Jones, conducting a routine freedom of navigation patrol in the South China Sea when her ship
detects an unflagged trawler in clear distress, smoke billowing from its bridge. On that same day, US Marine aviator
Major Chris "Wedge" Mitchell is flying an F35E Lightning over the Strait of Hormuz, testing a new stealth technology as
he flirts with Iranian airspace. By the end of that day, Wedge will be an Iranian prisoner, and Sarah Hunt's destroyer will
lie at the bottom of the sea, sunk by the Chinese Navy. Iran and China have clearly coordinated their moves, which
involve the use of powerful new forms of cyber weaponry that render US ships and planes defenseless. In a single day,
America's faith in its military's strategic pre-eminence is in tatters. A new, terrifying era is at hand.So begins a disturbingly
plausible work of speculative fiction, co-authored by an award-winning novelist and decorated Marine veteran and the
former commander of NATO, a legendary admiral who has spent much of his career strategically outmaneuvering
America's most tenacious adversaries. Written with a powerful blend of geopolitical sophistication and human empathy,
2034 takes us inside the minds of a global cast of characters--Americans, Chinese, Iranians, Russians, Indians--as a
series of arrogant miscalculations on all sides leads the world into an intensifying international storm. In the end, China
and the United States will have paid a staggering cost, one that forever alters the global balance of power.Everything in
2034 is an imaginative extrapolation from present-day facts on the ground combined with the authors' years working at
the highest and most classified levels of national security. Sometimes it takes a brilliant work of fiction to illuminate the
most dire of warnings: 2034 is all too close at hand, and this cautionary tale presents the reader a dark yet possible
future that we must do all we can to avoid.
The War was over, the Devil Queen cast down. In the wake of the Apocalypse, veteran demonhunter Karian Vanador
understands that the vigilance of her Order means there is rarely any time to rest. Even with a paragon of evil cast down,
it isn't long before another rears its head, and for Kari, the War never ends. She will head into danger again, for it is the
life she's chosen and the only path she really knows. Along the way she will face the tests of friendship, the fires of love,
the heat of battle, and the limits of her faith, and in those trials, she will seek the answer to her most pressing question:
"Why was I resurrected?"
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bared to You comes Eve of Chaos When Evangeline Hollis spent a
night of passion with the darkly seductive Alec Cain, she had no idea that she'd be punished for it years later. Branded
with the Mark of Cain, Eve was thrust into a life of hunting demons as penance. Living with the Mark-and the two sexy
brothers who come with it-was trouble enough. But then Eve ran over Satan's hellhound during training. Now Satan,
incensed at the loss of his pet, has put a bounty on Eve's head, and every demon in the country wants to be the one to
deliver her. Meanwhile, Eve's formerly insatiable one-night stand is acting distant. Cain says he still wants Eve, and she
believes him, but scorching hot sex isn't enough. Not after knowing what it was like to have more. As Cain's role in Eve's
life becomes more and more uncertain, Abel doesn't hesitate to step in. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In this post-apocalyptic novel from Newbery Medal–winning author Robert C. O’Brien, a teen girl struggling to survive in
the wake of unimaginable disaster comes across another survivor. Ann Burden is sixteen years old and completely alone.
The world as she once knew it is gone, ravaged by a nuclear war that has taken everyone from her. For the past year,
she has lived in a remote valley with no evidence of any other survivors. But the smoke from a distant campfire shatters
Ann’s solitude. Someone else is still alive and making his way toward the valley. Who is this man? What does he want?
Can he be trusted? Both excited and terrified, Ann soon realizes there may be worse things than being the last person on
Earth.
Eviona, Dyre, and Zefforah are individuals who have never all been in the same place at the same time, but they share a
mystical connection allowing each to see, hear, feel, smell and taste what the others experience. Though they have the
ability to make separate choices, the consequences are felt by all. Follow Eviona's story as she conquers her personal
demons, fights for her individuality, and finds where she belongs emotionally, physically, and spiritually.
Class is in, but Evangeline Hollis is struggling to get through the requisite training to be a full-fledged Mark. When her
class goes on a field trip to an abandoned military base, passing the course isn't just a matter of pride...it's a matter of life
and death. There's a demon hidden among them, killing off Eve's classmates one by one. In Eve of Destruction, as the
body count mounts, a ragtag team of cable TV ghost hunters unwittingly stumbles into the carnage. Now keeping the
Mark system secret competes with the need to keep the "paranormal researchers" alive. With Cain on assignment and
Abel on an investigation, Eve must fly solo on her hunt to stop a killer before he strikes again. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Like no other masterpiece of historical fiction, Herman Wouk's sweeping epic of World War II is the great novel of
America's Greatest Generation. Wouk's spellbinding narrative captures the tide of global events, as well as all the drama,
romance, heroism, and tragedy of World War II, as it immerses us in the lives of a single American family drawn into the
very center of the war's maelstrom. The Winds of War and its sequel War and Remembrance stand as the crowning
achievement of one of America's most celebrated storytellers.
Sin City—Las Vegas—is home to humans and Infernals of all sorts: the good, the bad, and the ugly. If you ask Evangeline
Hollis, "good" is in short supply, "ugly" might be amusing, but "bad" is most definitely her business. Eve is a Mark, a
heavenly bounty hunter, and Las Vegas is her territory. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
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Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Return to New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh's darkly passionate Guild Hunter world, where human-turnedangel Elena Deveraux, consort to Archangel Raphael, faces a new challenge that threatens the balance of the world.
Wings of silver. Wings of blue. Mortal heart. Broken dreams. Shatter. Shatter. Shatter. A sundering. A grave. I see the
end. I see. . . . The world is in chaos as the power surge of the Cascade rises to a devastating crescendo. In furiously
resisting its attempts to turn Elena into a vessel for Raphael's power, Elena and her archangel are irrevocably changed. .
.far beyond the prophecy of a cursed Ancient. At the same time, violent and eerie events around the world threaten to
wipe out entire populations. And in the Archangel Lijuan's former territory, an unnatural fog weaves through the land,
leaving only a bone-chilling silence in its wake. Soon it becomes clear that even the archangels are not immune to this
deadly evil. This time, even the combined power of the Cadre may not be enough. . . . This war could end them all.
As power-hungry starship captains keep the people of New Eden locked in perpetual battle, a secret program in a prison
camp just may lead to a lasting peace.
September 1919: Twenty-year-old Tristan Sadler takes a train from London to Norwich to deliver a clutch of letters to
Marian Bancroft. Tristan fought alongside Marian's brother Will during the Great War. They trained together. They fought
together. But in 1917, Will laid down his guns on the battlefield and declared himself a conscientious objector, an act
which has brought shame and dishonour on the Bancroft family. The letters, however, are not the real reason for
Tristan's visit. He holds a secret deep within him. One that he is desperate to unburden himself of to Marian, if he can
only find the courage. Whatever happens, this meeting will change his life – forever.
EVE Online is a socially complex, science-fiction-themed universe simulation and massively multiplayer online game
(MMOG) first released in 2003. Notorious for its colossal battles and ruthless player culture, it has hundreds of thousands
of players today. In this fascinating book, scholars, players, and EVE’s developer (CCP Games) examine the intricate
world of EVEOnline--providing authentic accounts of lived experience within a game with more than a decade of history
and millions of “real” dollars behind it. Internet Spaceships Are Serious Business features contributions from outstanding
EVE Online players, such as The Mittani, an infamous member of the game’s community, as well as academics from
around the globe. They cover a wide range of subjects: the game’s technicalities and its difficulty; its projection of
humanity’s future in space; the configuration of its unique, single-server game world; the global nature of warfare in its
“nullsec” territory (and how EVE players have formed a global concept of time); stereotypes of Russian players;
espionage play; in-game memorials to Vile Rat (aka U.S. State Department official Sean Smith, murdered in the 2012
Benghazi attack); its gendered playing experience; and CCP Games’ relationship with players; and its history and
legacy. Internet Spaceships Are Serious Business is a must for EVE Online players interested in a broad perspective on
their all-consuming game. It is also accessible to scholars, game designers seeking to understand and replicate the
successful aspects unique to EVE Online, and even those who have never played this notoriously complex game.
Contributors: William Sims Bainbridge, National Science Foundation; Chribba; Jedrzej Czarnota; Kjartan Pierre Emilsson;
Dan Erdman; Rebecca Fraimow; Martin R. Gibbs, U of Melbourne; Catherine Goodfellow; Kathryn Gronsbell; Keith
Harrison; Kristin MacDonough; Mantou (Zhang Yuzhou); Oskar Milik; The Mittani (Alexander Gianturco); Joji Mori;
Richard Page; Christopher Paul, Seattle U; Erica Titkemeyer, U of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Nick Webber,
Birmingham City U.
Cursed by God, hunted by demons, desired by Cain and Abel... All in a day's work. For Evangeline Hollis, a long ago
fling with a bad boy from the wrong side of the tracks just became a disaster of biblical proportions. One night with a
leather-clad man of mystery has led to a divine punishment: the Mark of Cain. Thrust into a world where sinners are
drafted into service to kill demons, Eve's learning curve is short. A longtime agnostic, she begrudgingly maneuvers
through a celestial bureaucracy where she is a valuable but ill-treated pawn. She's also become the latest point of
contention in the oldest case of sibling rivalry in history... But she'll worry about all that later. Right now she's more
concerned with learning to kill while staying alive. And saving the soul she'd never believed she had ... in S.J. Day's Eve
of Darkness. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Drawing on conversations with hundreds of women about their genitalia, the author presents a collection of performance
pieces from her one-woman show of the same name.
This is the most comprehensive anthology of Søren Kierkegaard's works ever assembled in English. Drawn from the
volumes of Princeton's authoritative Kierkegaard's Writings series by editors Howard and Edna Hong, the selections
represent every major aspect of Kierkegaard's extraordinary career. They reveal the powerful mix of philosophy,
psychology, theology, and literary criticism that made Kierkegaard one of the most compelling writers of the nineteenth
century and a shaping force in the twentieth. With an introduction to Kierkegaard's writings as a whole and explanatory
notes for each selection, this is the essential one-volume guide to a thinker who changed the course of modern
intellectual history. The anthology begins with Kierkegaard's early journal entries and traces the development of his work
chronologically to the final The Changelessness of God. The book presents generous selections from all of Kierkegaard's
landmark works, including Either/Or, Fear and Trembling, Works of Love, and The Sickness unto Death, and draws new
attention to a host of such lesser-known writings as Three Discourses on Imagined Occasions and The Lily of the Field
and the Bird of the Air. The selections are carefully chosen to reflect the unique character of Kierkegaard's work, with its
shifting pseudonyms, its complex dialogues, and its potent combination of irony, satire, sermon, polemic, humor, and
fiction. We see the esthetic, ethical, and ethical-religious ways of life initially presented as dialogue in two parallel series
of pseudonymous and signed works and later in the "second authorship" as direct address. And we see the themes that
bind the whole together, in particular Kierkegaard's overarching concern with, in his own words, "What it means to exist; .
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. . what it means to be a human being." Together, the selections provide the best available introduction to Kierkegaard's
writings and show more completely than any other book why his work, in all its creativity, variety, and power, continues to
speak so directly today to so many readers around the world.
"The writing, the action, the characters...I can't praise it enough. No one writes Dystopian like Pam Godwin, but this book
is so much more than a post apocalyptic tale." ~ Alta Hensley, USA Today Bestselling Author A virus devastates
humanity. Few men survive. The rest are monsters. The women are dead, except Evie. Through a quirk in her genetics,
she survives. When her physiology begins to evolve, she must come to terms with what she is and accept her role in
finding a cure. The mutated hunt her. The men brutalize her…except three. Cryptic warrior, contrite lover, caring enemy;
they are fiercely protective of the last living woman, but divided in their own agendas. Can they come together to protect
the only hope for humanity? Evie must survive. Heart of Eve (FREE) can be read in any order between the books.
Contains erotica, alpha male, priest, sci-fi, paranormal, horror, dystopian, dark romance, apocalyptic, post-apocalyptic,
adventure, action, suspense, thriller
"If catastrophe is not representable according to the narrative explanations which would ‘make sense’ of history, then making
sense of ourselves and charting the future are not impossible. But we are, as it were, marked for life, and that mark is insuperable,
irrecoverable. It becomes the condition by which life is risked, by which the question of whether one can move, and with whom,
and in what way is framed and incited by the irreversibility of loss itself."—Judith Butler, from the Afterword "Loss is a wonderful
volume: powerful and important, deeply moving and intellectually challenging at the same time, ethical and not moralistic. It is one
of those rare collections that work as a multifaceted whole to map new areas for inquiry and pose new questions. I found myself
educated and provoked by the experience of participating in an ongoing dialogue."—Amy Kaplan, author of The Anarchy of Empire
in the Making of U.S. Culture
In 1812, Napoleon launched his fateful invasion of Russia. Five decades later, Leo Tolstoy published War and Peace, a fictional
representation of the era that is one of the most celebrated novels in world literature. The novel contains a coherent (though much
disputed) philosophy of history and portrays the history and military strategy of its time in a manner that offers lessons for the
soldiers of today. To mark the two hundredth anniversary of the French invasion of Russia and acknowledge the importance of
Tolstoy's novel for our historical memory of its central events, Rick McPeak and Donna Tussing Orwin have assembled a
distinguished group of scholars from diverse disciplinary backgrounds-literary criticism, history, social science, and philosophy-to
provide fresh readings of the novel. The essays in Tolstoy On War focus primarily on the novel's depictions of war and history, and
the range of responses suggests that these remain inexhaustible topics of debate. The result is a volume that opens fruitful new
avenues of understanding War and Peace while providing a range of perspectives and interpretations without parallel in the vast
literature on the novel.
Eve of DarknessA Marked NovelMacmillan
Book One of the complete six novel Hunter Wars series on Amazon Gears, Pax and TL are brothers and soldiers in the US Army
when the world comes to an abrupt halt. Thrust into the apocalypse, they decide mankind deserves another chance. Their ruling
puts them at the centre of an epic battle between good and evil, and they uncover the hidden truth behind the Devil in the land of
the undead. Along the way, they meet a woman they name Ip and their true role is revealed. Forming the first of their bases, they
call survivors to their side and unwittingly make enemies of the undead and the living. Determined to succeed, they take drastic
steps to secure safe havens for those left alive. Eve of the Hunter Wars is the first book in a six part series. The series is an
exciting, fast-paced and unique take on the end of the world, and the way the universe really works. Packed with great characters,
humor and wild situations, it's a ride that you won't want to end. Books in Hunter Wars series Book One: Eve of the Hunter Wars
Book Two: Heaven Meets Hell Book Three: Army of Angels Book Four: Gift from God Book Five: Right to Rule Book Six: Call to
WarBooks in Eden Lost series (Series Two of Hunter Wars)Book One: Hidden EvilBook Two: Dead Alive scheduled for release by
Christmas 2015Website: http://www.sdtanner.comTwitter: @SDTanner1
The basis for KILLING EVE, now a major BBC TV series, starring Sandra Oh, written by Phoebe Waller-Bridge 'Gloriously exciting'
Metro She is the perfect assassin. A Russian orphan, saved from the death penalty for the brutal revenge she took on her
gangster father's killers. Ruthlessly trained. Given a new life. New names, new faces - whichever fits. Her paymasters call
themselves The Twelve. But she knows nothing of them. Konstantin is the man who saved her, and the one she answers to. She
is Villanelle. Without conscience. Without guilt. Without weakness. Eve Polastri is the woman who hunts her. MI5, until one error of
judgment costs her everything. Then stopping a ruthless assassin becomes more than her job. It becomes personal. Originally
published as ebook singles: Codename Villanelle, Hollowpoint, Shanghai and Odessa. Villanelle: No Tomorrow is available for preorder now! Praise for Killing Eve TV series 'A dazzling thriller . . . mightily entertaining' Guardian 'Entertaining, clever and darkly
comic' New York Times
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER (February 2019) Lieutenant Eve Dallas fights to save the innocent—and serve justice to the
guilty—on the streets of New York in Connections in Death, the gritty and gripping new In Death novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author J.D. Robb. Homicide cop Eve Dallas and her billionaire husband, Roarke, are building a brand-new school and
youth shelter. They know that the hard life can lead kids toward dangerous crossroads—and with this new project, they hope to
nudge a few more of them onto the right path. For expert help, they hire child psychologist Dr. Rochelle Pickering—whose own
brother pulled himself out of a spiral of addiction and crime with Rochelle’s support. Lyle is living with Rochelle while he gets his
life together, and he’s thrilled to hear about his sister’s new job offer. But within hours, triumph is followed by tragedy. Returning
from a celebratory dinner with her boyfriend, she finds Lyle dead with a syringe in his lap, and Eve’s investigation confirms that
this wasn’t just another OD. After all his work to get clean, Lyle’s been pumped full of poison—and a neighbor with a peephole
reports seeing a scruffy, pink-haired girl fleeing the scene. Now Eve and Roarke must venture into the gang territory where Lyle
used to run, and the ugly underground world of tattoo parlors and strip joints where everyone has taken a wrong turn somewhere.
They both believe in giving people a second chance. Maybe even a third or fourth. But as far as they’re concerned, whoever gave
the order on Lyle Pickering’s murder has run out of chances...
Describes the history of unconventional and nontraditional warfare from the nomads used by Alexander the Great to the shadowy
modern battlefields of the post-9/11 era and featuring a diverse cast of historical tacticians and revolutionaries from Mao Zedong to
Edward Lansdale.
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"Great cities destroyed--people fleeing in panic--the countryside in ruins. A burst of flame from Mars heads toward the earth, and a
strange ship, unlike anything ever seen here, lands. Soon, it devours everything in its path, people and buildings alike. It is
unstoppable. Mankind is in the greatest danger in all its history. Can anyone-or anything-save our world?"--Book back cover.
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly
becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian
cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will
never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military
science fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
EVE OF WARFARE Lycans, vampires, and cherubs... oh my. All Evangeline Hollis wants is to stay out of trouble long enough to lose the
Mark of Cain, which drafted her into hunting demons for God. A former agnostic, she's still recovering from being the latest point of contention
between the two men in her life--Cain and Abel. Now she's working for a cherub who thinks putting her undercover as a housewife is the best
way to ferret out a rogue vampire hiding in an idyllic Orange County, California residential community. Eve knows when she's being used as a
pawn in the celestial political game. Now, she just has to figure out who's the greater threat: the vampire she's hunting, the cherub yanking
her chain, or the two brothers vying to play the role of her spouse--'til death do them part. Which in her line of work, could happen any
minute... EVE OF SIN CITY Sin City--Las Vegas--is home to humans and Infernals of all sorts: the good, the bad, and the ugly. If you ask
Evangeline Hollis, "good" is in short supply, "ugly" might be amusing, but "bad" is most definitely her business. Eve is a Mark, a heavenly
bounty hunter, and Las Vegas is her territory.
A collection which highlights "the range and richness of scholarship on medieval warfare, military institutions, and cultures of conflict that
characterize the field". History 95 (2010)
Other Fronts, Other Wars? offers insights into areas beyond the Western Front covering aspects such as captivity, occupation of the Eastern
war theatre, medical history and war relief, home-front, gender, and the shaping of attitudes during and after this war.
Tina Evans, grieving over the death of her little boy in a tragic accident, and her compassionate lover embark on a terrifying odyssey in
search of the truth about her son's death and the shocking messages that lead her to believe that the child may not be dead after all.
War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy from Coterie Classics All Coterie Classics have been formatted for ereaders and devices and include a bonus
link to the free audio book. “If everyone fought for their own convictions there would be no war.” ? Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace War and
Peace is an epic novel by Leo Tolstoy that explores the lives on individuals during the time of international conflict.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Day (writing as S.J. Day) comes the Marked trilogy, starting with Eve of Darkness. This
steamy urban fantasy series tells the story of Evangeline Hollis, a heavenly bounty hunter, who’s cursed by God, hunted by demons, and
desired by none other than Cain and Abel. Uncontrollable bloodlust, dark and sexy desires, disasters of biblical proportions... S.J. Day’s epic
series has it all and is not to be missed. Eve of Darkness — Years ago, Evangeline Hollis spent a blistering night with a darkly seductive man
she can't forget. Now Eve is thrust into a world where sinners are marked and drafted to kill demons. Her former one-night stand, Cain, is
now her mentor-and his equally sexy brother Abel is her new boss. Eve of Destruction — When Eve’s training class takes a field trip to an
abandoned military base, things take a dark turn. Meanwhile, her body is still adapting to her new abilities and the challenges that came with
them—such as uncontrollable bloodlust...which seems to be inciting another kind of lust altogether. Eve of Chaos — Eve runs over Satan's
hellhound during training, so he puts a bounty on her head, and every demon in the country wants to deliver. Meanwhile, as Cain's role in
Eve's life becomes more and more uncertain, Abel doesn't hesitate to step in.
When Eve and the New Jerusalem was first published over thirty years ago, it was received as a political intervention as well as a landmark
historical work. Barbara Taylor became the first woman to win the Isaac Deutscher Memorial Prize, and the book went on to become a
feminist classic. As women across the globe find themselves at the sharp end of neoliberal 'austerity' programmes, discriminatory social
policies and fundamentalist misogyny, Eve and the New Jerusalem is as essential as it ever was. Book jacket.

The Bible's story of creation in Genesis names Adam as the first human in history. His story with Eve in the Garden of
Eden is widely known-but what if he actually played a larger part in the story of humanity? In The Gospel of Adam, David
L. Bishop takes well-known stories and characters from history and presents them through the eyes of Adam, as though
he were living throughout all time on a mission to restore fallen humanity to a place worthy of returning to perfection.
Following Adam through his profound interactions with Noah, King David, Jesus of Nazareth, and even Adolf Hitler, this
book shows how Adam struggles not only with his mission to help humanity but also his own internal doubts as a man of
faith. In the vein of works like The Da Vinci Code and The Last Templar, Bishop's The Gospel of Adam weaves history,
philosophy, religion, and politics throughout a thought-provoking first-person narrative that both challenges and inspires
the reader to consider what it really means to be human.
A paranormal romance series. An epic journey. If the Seventine are released, will anyone survive? Abigail Swish might
not love her life, living in gang-ridden New York in 2035 and training to fight and survive with Compound 23. But she is
grateful for a few things, especially her no-filter-between-brain-and-mouth best friend Lucy and her escape each night
into a dream world far different from her own. In fact, sometimes she lives for the fleeting moments she spends at night
with the man who fuels every romantic fantasy she's ever had. But every morning reality returns. Sometimes she could
just cry. But she won't; she'll keep on kicking butt instead. Then without warning, a month before her eighteenth birthday,
everything changes. A guardian finds her. He explains, in a strangely familiar accent, that she was stashed on Earth for
safekeeping and has been lost to her family ever since. And it is time to return home. To the First World. A land of
unimagined beauty. Abigail will journey to find the family she's always hoped for and the soul mate that has been centre
stage of her dreams. But in the end will the secrets lurking on First World spell disaster for not only her existence but that
of all worlds? First World is book one in the Walker Saga, a seven-book paranormal fantasy series.
A strange unyielding body that used to belong to Crown Prince George; a weird game you can't quit until your contract
expires; a world teeming with powerful and very real enemies. The game in which your reputation and faction relationship
are the only things that matter. Ruslan - a young ambitious gamer - agrees to these terms without hesitation. All that he
knows is that he's been contracted to command a space fleet in a brand new game he knows nothing about. Objective: to
survive for six months. He can't tell anyone about the swap. After having made some inevitable newb mistakes, Ruslan
has to rethink his strategy, dropping traditional gaming conventions. Very soon Ruslan starts playing the part of the
Crown Prince by his own rules. He replaces his quarrelsome Great House allies with sentient insects and chameleons;
he even ignores the Prince's wife, preferring the company of a friendly droid and a young artless princess. The
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aristocratic Empire is in shock, scheming against Ruslan and even trying to bring him before the Royal court. Still, Ruslan
can do very much what he wants as long as he does what he signed up for: lead his victorious Sector Eight Fleet to new
triumphs.
Empires of EVE: Volume 2 is a direct sequel to the events of the first story as the star cluster is left reeling from the
collapse of its first hegemon, Band of Brothers.
More so than in the past, the US is now embracing the logic of preventive force: using military force to counter potential
threats around the globe before they have fully materialized. While popular with individuals who seek to avoid too many
“boots on the ground,” preventive force is controversial because of its potential for unnecessary collateral damage. Who
decides what threats are ‘imminent’? Is there an international legal basis to kill or harm individuals who have a
connection to that threat? Do the benefits of preventive force justify the costs? And, perhaps most importantly, is the US
setting a dangerous international precedent? In Preventive Force, editors Kerstin Fisk and Jennifer Ramos bring together
legal scholars, political scientists, international relations scholars, and prominent defense specialists to examine these
questions, whether in the context of full-scale preventive war or preventive drone strikes. In particular, the volume
highlights preventive drones strikes, as they mark a complete transformation of how the US understands international
norms regarding the use of force, and could potentially lead to a ‘slippery slope’ for the US and other nations in terms of
engaging in preventive warfare as a matter of course. A comprehensive resource that speaks to the contours of
preventive force as a security strategy as well as to the practical, legal, and ethical considerations of its implementation,
Preventive Force is a useful guide for political scientists, international relations scholars, and policymakers who seek a
thorough and current overview of this essential topic.
VincentThrough every drop of blood I spilled, I lost a piece of my soul. I've sacrificed seven long years and the woman of
my life for the Family. With prison behind me, I'm finally taking the reins of my destiny. I won't allow the choices of my
past to define my future. But I'm not done fighting-not yet. Eve is still out there. I will stop at nothing to get her
back.EveAfter having my heart torn by the son of the biggest crime family in New York, I was forced to start over in
California. With 3000 miles between me and my past, life is finally set on cruise control. I'm a lawyer at one of the best
law firms in the country, I own my apartment, and I even have a doting boyfriend by my side. As for love? It's not worth
the fight.
Contrary to popular belief, the American Revolutionary War was not a limited and restrained struggle for political selfdetermination. From the onset of hostilities, British authorities viewed their American foes as traitors to be punished, and
British abuse of American prisoners, both tacitly condoned and at times officially sanctioned, proliferated. Meanwhile,
more than seventeen thousand British and allied soldiers fell into American hands during the Revolution. For a fledgling
nation that could barely afford to keep an army in the field, the issue of how to manage prisoners of war was daunting.
Captives of Liberty examines how America's founding generation grappled with the problems posed by prisoners of war,
and how this influenced the wider social and political legacies of the Revolution. When the struggle began, according to
T. Cole Jones, revolutionary leadership strove to conduct the war according to the prevailing European customs of
military conduct, which emphasized restricting violence to the battlefield and treating prisoners humanely. However, this
vision of restrained war did not last long. As the British denied customary protections to their American captives, the
revolutionary leadership wasted no time in capitalizing on the prisoners' ordeals for propagandistic purposes. Enraged,
ordinary Americans began to demand vengeance, and they viewed British soldiers and their German and Native
American auxiliaries as appropriate targets. This cycle of violence spiraled out of control, transforming the struggle for
colonial independence into a revolutionary war. In illuminating this history, Jones contends that the violence of the
Revolutionary War had a profound impact on the character and consequences of the American Revolution. Captives of
Liberty not only provides the first comprehensive analysis of revolutionary American treatment of enemy prisoners but
also reveals the relationship between America's political revolution and the war waged to secure it.
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